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ELEIÇÕES NO BRASIL | ELECTIONS IN BRAZIL
> The Decline and Fall of Brazil’s Political Establishment
Eduardo Mello, Foreign Affairs

> The anger vote: the new (or not so new) Latin American electoral phenomenon
Carlos Malamud and Rogelio Núñez, Real Instituto Elcano

> The Looming Military Coup in Brazil?
Rodrigo Zeidan, Americas Quarterly

AEUMC | USMCA
> Is Trump’s New Trade Deal Worth Celebrating?
Eric Farnsworth, Americas Quarterly

> For Mexico, Canada, and the United States, a Step Backwards on Trade and Investment
Jeffrey J. Schott, PIIE

> Is Trump Mainly Rebranding NAFTA?
Keith Johnson, Foreign Policy

> NAFTA’s Economic Impact
James McBride and Mohammed Aly Sergie, CFR

ELEIÇÕES NO CURDISTÃO | ELECTION IN KURDISTAN
> Kurdistan’s Islamist Parties Strategize in Upcoming Elections
Mera Jasm Bakr, Washington Institute

BREXIT
> A No-Deal Brexit Will Destroy the British Economy
Simon Tilford, Foreign Policy

TRANSIÇÕES ANGOLANAS | ANGOLAN TRANSITIONS
> Lourenço’s First Year: Angola’s Transitional Politics
Alex Vines, Africa Center

> Angola – The ruling party’s “exemplary transition”: the MPLA’s winds of change and continuity
Claudia Generoso de Almeida, Presidential Power

ARCO DE CRISES | ARCH OF CRISIS
> Is Anyone Actually Winning the War in Yemen?
AA.VV, Carnegie Middle East Center
What Is the Point of a Forever War in Iraq?
Bonnie Kristian, National Interest

TERRORISMO | TERRORISM
Islamic State Shifts from Provinces and Governance to Global Insurgency
Aymenn Jawad al-Tamimi, Global Observatory

Islamic State: The Torment of Afghanistan’s Shiites
Ezzatullah Mehrdad, The Diplomat

Extrémisme islamiste en Afrique de l’Est
Abdisaid Musse Ali-Koor, Centre d’Études Stratéguiques de l’Afrique

GRANDES POTÊNCIAS | GREAT POWERS
A Conversation With Wang Yi
Council on Foreign Relations

Going on the Offensive: A U.S. Strategy to Combat Russian Information Warfare
Seth G. Jones, CSIS

Donald Trump’s Real Endgame With China
Uri Friedman, The Atlantic

EUA | USA
The Republican Party Needs to Embrace Liberalism
David Frum, The Atlantic

America’s Foreign Policy Power Is Changing Under Trump
Stephen Grand, The National Interest

Beyond the Homeland: Protecting America from Extremism in Fragile States
USIP

CHINA
China’s Shifting Roles on the Korean Peninsula
Scott A. Snyder, CFR

How Trump’s Policies Are Helping China
Yadong Liu, Foreign Affairs

RÚSSIA | RUSSIA
Economic Risks and Opportunities for Putin’s Fourth Term
Emily Ferris & Ben Aris, Russian Analytical Digest
New Sanctions Won't Hurt Russia
Andrey Movchan, Carnegie Moscow Center

UNIÃO EUROPEIA | EUROPEAN UNION
> Deepening EU-Moldovan Relations: What, why and how?
Michael Emerson and Denis Cenușa (eds.), CEPS

> Why the EU Should Strengthen its Civilian Security Policy
Christine Nissen, DIIS

> Macron is Turning the European Parliament Elections into a Referendum on Europe
Caspar Kolster & Henrik von Homeyer, German Marshall Fund

MÉDIO ORIENTE | MIDDLE EAST
> Les noirs tunisiens après la révolution de 2011. Retour sur les prémices d’un mouvement contre le racisme
Maha Abdelhamid, EuroMesco

> A False Road to Statehood
Nathan J. Brown, Carnegie Middle East Center

> Iran: Military Spending, Modernization, and the Shifting Military Balance in the Gulf
Anthony H. Cordesman, CSIS

AMÉRICA LATINA | LATIN AMERICA
> The U.S. Decision to Abandon CICIG in Guatemala Doesn’t Make Moral or Geostrategic Sense
Benjamin N. Gedan, Global Americans

> La compleja relación de Perú, Bolivia y Chile, una herencia de la guerra del Pacífico
Jerónimo Ríos Sierra, ES Global

> Moderate Peronists See Chance to Beat Macri in 2019
Brendan O’Boyle, Americas Quarterly

EUROPA | EUROPE
> “Us Too!” – The Rise Of Middle-Class Populism In Sweden And Beyond
Bo Rothstein and Sven Steinmo, Social Europe

> Europeización y aislamiento del independentismo en el 1-O
Carlos Carniceru Urabayen, Política Exterior
> The Name’s Macedonia. North Macedonia. Can the Country Overcome Its Identity Crisis?
Victor A. Friedman, *Foreign Affairs*

**ÁSIA | ASIA**
> Post-conflict justice in Sri Lanka inches forward
Taylor Dibbert, *The Interpreter*

> Maldives Democracy Prevails for Now
Bruce Riedel, *Brookings Institution*

**OCEÂNIA | OCEANIA**
> The World’s First Immigration Economy
Salvatore Babones, *Foreign Policy*

**ÁFRICA | AFRICA**
> Madagascar elections: 36 candidates, 4 (ex-)presidents, and a lot of money
Emilie Filou, *African Arguments*

> Différentes recettes, un seul plat : éluder la limitation de la durée des mandats en Afrique
Paul Nantulya, *Africa Center*

**NATO**
> NATO: Bruised or Emboldened?
Steven Keil & Sophie Arts, *German Marshall Fund*

> A Europeanized NATO? The Alliance Contemplates the Trump Era and Beyond
Sten Rynning, *War on the Rocks*

**ORDEM INTERNACIONAL | INTERNATIONAL ORDER**
> The Committee to Save the World Order
Ivo H. Daalder and James M. Lindsay, *Foreign Affairs*

> While We Were Planning: Unexpected Developments in International Politics
Lars Brozus (ed.), *SWP*

**RELIGIÃO & POLÍTICA | RELIGION & POLITICS**
> When Do Religious Minorities’ Grievances Lead to Peaceful or Violent Protest? Evidence from Canada’s Jewish and Muslim Communities
Christopher Huber & Matthias Basedau, *GIGA*

**SEGURANÇA ENERGÉTICA | ENERGY SECURITY**
> Russia’s evolving gas relationship with the European Union
Marco Siddi, *FIIA*
SEGURANÇA INTERNACIONAL | INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

> Chemical Weapons Convention: Past, Present and Future
Ajey Lele, IDSA

> How We Got the Iran Deal: And Why We'll Miss It
Wendy Sherman, Foreign Affairs

> Opposing trends: The renewed salience of nuclear weapons and nuclear abolitionism
Tytti Erästö and Tarja Cronberg, SIPRI

RELATÓRIO | REPORT

> The Mobilization of Conservative Civil Society
Richard Youngs (Edited by), Carnegie Europe

ensaio | essay

> Good Fences Make Good Politics: Immigration and the Future of the West
Eric Kaufmann, Foreign Affairs

Livros & Recensões | Books & Reviews

> The Lost History of Liberalism [introduction]

> Robert Kagan is right about the threat of the jungle growing back
Michael E. O’Hanlon, Brookings

> El camino hacia la no-libertad
Pedro Rodríguez, Elcano
The Road to Unfreedom, Timothy Snyder, Bodley Head, 2018, 368pp.

> Vietnam: An Epic Tragedy, 1945-1975 by Max Hastings – review
Martin Woollacott, The Guardian

> ¿Una nueva teoría sobre populismo? Analizando el argumento de Jan-Werner Müller
Jacopo Custodi, CIDOB